
                                                               Quality Machines  Since 1969 

 

Dimension of Base: 40 x 49 cm x adjustable height. 
 
Adjustable Height: 82-97cm with stabilizer that can be 
adjusted at recommended level with height indicator so 
that each user can set their preferred height within a 
few seconds. 
 
Chimney: 125 cm with a lever for adjusting the    
suction and a 0-100% indicator. The high chimney pre-
vents the air and noise from distracting the operator.  
 
Pedal: adjustable double kicker plate to suit the 
operator’s preference. 
 
Electrical Panel Board: placed on the chimney for 
easier access and service. 

PERFECT Base FLEX Base 
Dimension of Base: 40 x 40 cm x adjustable height. 
 
Adjustable Height: 75-91cm with screws so that the 
operator can adjust it at 4 different levels. 
 
Chimney: 125 cm with a lever for adjusting the suc-
tion. The high chimney prevents the air and noise from 
distracting the operator. 
 

Pedal: double kicker plate placed at an ergonomic 

position on the base of the machine. 

 

 
 

All the Special Ironing tables can be mounted either on a FLEX base or on a PERFECT base. 

They are both sturdy and ergonomically constructed for the best possible finishing results 

while simultaneously provide to the operator relaxing working conditions and, therefore in-

crease the productivity.  



                                                               Quality Machines  Since 1969 

 

Special Ironing Tables 

Special seam opening ironing table for 3 trouser seams-

heating and adjustable suction. 

For opening trouser’s seams: inner seam, outer seam, and 
crotch seam. 

Comes with: FP-N buck with trouser stretching chains, chim-
ney, silicone iron rest pad,  ATB Swivel bow, kicker plate and 
wheels for easy drive. 

Extra accessories: steam iron, Vario system and lighting 
system. 

For optimal ironing results, we suggest using steam iron: 
STC1200  

 

Available with PERFECT base & FLEX base  

Heating power:…...700W 

Suction power:…...0.55kW 

Power supply:……400V-3ph/N/PE-50Hz or 230V-1ph-50Hz 

PFP 

PERFECT – PFP 

Model Code Description Volt Suction  Blowing   
Heating 

KW 

FLEX - PFP 102-23-006 Ironing board with heating and suction  400 Yes No 0.7 

FLEX - PFP 102-23-013 Ironing board with heating and suction  230 Yes No 0.7 

FLEX - PFP S+B 102-23-014 Ironing board with heating suction and blowing. 400 Yes Yes 0.7 

FLEX - PFP S+B 102-23-015 Ironing board with heating suction and blowing. 230 Yes Yes 0.7 

PERFECT - PFP 102-10-000 Ironing board with heating and suction  400 Yes No 0.7 

PERFECT - PFP 102-10-003 Ironing board with heating and suction  230 Yes No 0.7 

PERFECT - PFP S+B 102-10-004 Ironing board with heating and suction  400 Yes Yes 0.7 

PERFECT - PFP S+B 102-10-005 Ironing board with heating and suction  230 Yes Yes 0.7 

                                                       Extra cost for Double Leg Buck 

*Option voltage with extra charge Volt 

For all   models   220V III  60Hz (Three phase without neutral) 


